
Smart City Edition



The name "Ekron" in ancient Greek refers to the
highest point or peak. The EkronWIDE platform is
designed to be the apex of an organization's system
architecture, connecting to all other systems and
providing real-time cyber protection and
monitoring for the IT network, edge devices, and
digital verticals. Information is displayed in clear,
configurable monitoring dashboards for the
organization's specific needs. The platform is easy
to use, providing simple tools for managing system
components and making them accessible to all
management levels. The EkronWIDE system offers a
comprehensive view of the organization's health,
identifying what is working and what isn't, as well as
the cyber threat level across the entire domain.
EkronWIDE is a pioneering product, being one of the
first to integrate a robust asset management
system, cyber engine, IoT module, and smart rules
engine into a unified and interoperable cross-
domain platform.



Main features:

Real-time monitoring  

Cyber mitigation capabilities

Rules Engine

IT, IoT, digital verticals integration

City Overview 
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EkronWIDE's robust integration engine makes
any integration effortless, providing a seamless
and easy process to integrate with any system or
device.
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EkronWIDE allows you to easily and efficiently create
templates for any device or system, streamlining the
integration process and ensuring consistent monitoring
and management.

EkronWIDE's microservice-based solution architecture is
designed for ultimate flexibility and ease of deployment,
whether on-premises or in the cloud. It offers an agile and
resilient solution for managing and monitoring your digital
infrastructure, providing optimal performance and security.
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IoT is a new layer of data that enriches decision-
making. The EkronWIDE's  LoRaWAN  suite is a new
module for end-to-end LoRa  capabilities.
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ICMP, SNMP, API monitoring and integration
Agent-based and agentless monitoring options
REST API and JSON support
Location-based monitoring module
Templates for vertical integration
GIS integration for mapping network assets
The option for local or cloud installation
RF links module for monitoring wireless connections
Assets dependencies and group permissions 
SMS, email, and IP PBX messaging  notifications
Multi-level rule engines for customizable alerting
An advanced permissions engine for controlling access
Unlimited licensing and no limits on assets
Built-in SEIM and NIDS engines.
Security event and network intrusion detection
Powerful logging engine, support SYSLOG and DATALog
Supports IT, IIoT, and IoT protocols
Receive, Active, Notify for flexible alert handling
Multi-Site Distribution Automation for centralized 
management of multiple locations.
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The EkronWIDE platform provides a powerful solution for
monitoring and protecting your organization's IT infrastructure.

The EkronWIDE platform offers a comprehensive solution for
monitoring and protecting an organization's IT network, edge
devices, and digital verticals. It features a range of capabilities
including:



EkronWIDE is a next-generation, comprehensive solution that
was designed to meet the unique needs of organizations in the
digital age. With its powerful system of systems approach, it
empowers decision-makers and stakeholders to anticipate,
control, and optimize their resources across all digital
environments through seamless integration, real-time
monitoring, advanced cyber protection, and intelligent rule-
based engines. Whether it's IT, IIoT, or IoT protocols, EkronWIDE
delivers a holistic view of your digital infrastructure and allows
you to take proactive action to mitigate risks and optimize
performance.

EkronWIDE offers a powerful solution for managing and
optimizing your organization's assets, whether they are located
across multiple branches or within a single building. Its advanced
features give you the control and visibility you need to effectively
manage and monitor your assets, ensuring their optimal
performance and security. With EkronWIDE, you can easily
identify and address any issues that may arise, and take proactive
measures to prevent them from happening again in the future.
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EkronWIDE is a cutting-edge solution that has been expertly
crafted by engineers with deep expertise in communications,
information security, planning, and managing complex systems.
The solution architecture is designed to provide growth, stability,
and resilience for organizations of any size, industry, and
structure. EkronWIDE is currently being used with great success
by businesses, municipalities, and companies in Israel, and is a
proven way to save resources and gain unparalleled control over
your digital infrastructure. Whether you need to monitor and
protect your IT network, edge devices, or digital verticals,
EkronWIDE offers a comprehensive solution that empowers you
to anticipate, control, and optimize your resources with ease.
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